These photograph with its accompanying documents was found in the archives in the summer of 1993. Both of them are inscribed “R. C. Ratcliffe [sic] Esq.” on the back, and so were presumably once owned by one of that year’s freshmen, Richard Ratcliffe (1909–97). It is not known when he gave this material to the College.

Catalogued in February 2020.

UC:P382/P1/1–3  Oct 1928

Two prints of a photograph of the University College Freshmen of 1928. An accompanying sheet written in an unnamed hand identifies the sitters thus, in all cases reading from left to right:

Back row: Robin Grey Kreyer; Ronald Graham Dow; Warren Delano Martineau; Richard Wigfull; Hugh Clifford Pugh; Eric Montagu Price Holmes; Eric Wilfred March; John Francis Finch Dawson; Edward Morgan Tebbs Matthews; Philip Ernest Nash; Paul Herman Lucas; and Richard Charles Ratcliffe.

Second row from back: Joseph Fisher Shackleton; Francis George Barton Wills; Douglas William Logan (Hon. F. 1974); Sidney Brian Wilson; Redvers Baden Cordukes; Raymond Plummer; David Edward Anfon Roberts; Raymond Charles Prince; Harold Swainson Brodribb; Harland Rees; and John Edward Chatwin.

Third row from back: James Evelyn Mitchell; Norval Arthur Gray Burbridge; Ralph Melton Bateman; Lancelot Bernard Liddell; Geoffrey Theophilus; Philip Ashley Wallers; John Darling Young; Henry Cotesworth Slessor; Hugh Noel Davis; John Frederick James Hayne; Sidney James Vardon; Thomas Cameron Fraser; and John Webster Gledhill.

Front row: Kenneth Ernest Stovold; James Ross Peebles; Robert Harding Bolam; Stephen John Hofmeyr; Walter Lewis Warren; Francis Dudley Spencer Hollings; Noel George Renshaw; Daniel O’Brien; Richard Nigel Bernard Cridland; Charles Enfield Booth; John Joseph Francis Hafner; John Reginald Hollick; and Thomas Watson Reid.

Not all the Freshmen of 1928 are included on this photograph.